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I was honestly expecting more homework for this class, but I'm not complaining. I really like the supplemental reading about the studies that related to
Please comment on the
what we were learning.
course dynamics.

Abc

The textbook readings were pretty long, but I understand that as it was a summer course and we needed to fit in as much information as we could in a
limited time frame.

Abc

I really just dislike intro courses, but Beatrice made it a pretty decent class. Still hate psychology though.

Abc

It was extremely organized, there were no surprises and the material and format of the class was easy to follow. It was definitely challenging, but I
learned a lot and am overall happy I took this class. I liked how in the lectures it was not only notes, but interactive discussions and videos as well.

Abc

Please comment on
your overall course
appraisal.

Personally, I like how small the class was. It was less intimidating for me to ask questions, and discussions about the topics were facilitated more easily. Abc

The course covers some really interesting information.

Abc

She was very enthusiastic about the topics (especially social psychology, which was her field of study), and it rubbed off on me. When we had questions
Please provide
Abc
that she couldn't answer, she would research them out of class and get back to us about what she learned.
constructive comments
or add to any or all of
the above (quality of
Very knowledgable about the subject and was passionate about the subject so it made me more interested. Also, very willing to meet with with students
Abc
instructor).
when help was needed.
Please provide
constructive comments
I took this so that I could learn material for the MCAT
or add to any or all of
the above (self-evaluat..

Abc

